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There is growing evidence that the traditional role of the sales organization in businessto-business marketing is quickly evolving from a tactical, operational function to a
strategic capability concerned with the management of critical processes that support
business strategy and deliver value to profitable customers. This topic is of major
relevance to scholars in both the sales and marketing domains, and this relevance is
underlined by the intense interest of managers and companies in how this field is
changing. This collection is a unique gathering of views on the critical issues to be
confronted in the strategizing of the sales function, from distinguished scholars from
throughout the world. Their focus is on the linkages between strategic marketing and
the corollary of strategic sales. This book was published as a special issue of Journal of
Strategic Marketing.
In the novel The CPO: Transforming Procurement in the Real World, we meet Thomas
Sutter, a German-American living in Dusseldorf and working as a procurement
manager for a major global automobile manufacturer, Autowerke. On a chance
encounter while flying to Chicago, he meets the CEO of Heartland, a major food
company in the U.S. Sutter impresses the CEO with his knowledge and, after a
whirlwind courtship, he joins Heartland as its new Chief Procurement Officer, based in
Fort Wayne, Indiana. Hired to transform procurement at Heartland, Sutter has an
enormous challenge: to bring its procurement practices into the 21st century and save
the company $5 billion. Despite the knowledge and experience he gained at Autowerke,
Sutter fights over the next 18 months to find his place at Heartland, institute world-class
procurement models and methods, win over the procurement teams and senior
executives, and meet his goal. At first, his reputation--and his marriage--suffer, along
with the company's overall sales and revenue. Can he pull a rabbit out of the hat? The
CPO: Transforming Procurement depicts the real-life challenges of transforming
procurement, while demonstrating the benefits of innovative procurement and
leadership methods. Written by global thought leaders in A.T. Kearney's procurement
and supply management practice--consultants who have helped numerous companies
chop billions of dollars in costs out of their procurement budgets--The CPO will prove
invaluable for those in purchasing and procurement. It will also present essential
information to those in the C suite looking for ways to boost profits and productivity. The
CPO: Portrays best-in-class, real-life, actionable methods to turn procurement into a
function that can save billions and improve the bottom line. Provides a fun way to learn
essential lessons in procurement and change management. Shows how rejecting
victimhood in all its aspects leads to personal and business success. Presents lessons
in novel format--like The Goal, Who Moved My Cheese, The Five Dysfunctions of a
Team, and others--to engage you and show techniques in action.
The leading expert in the field brings the power of his experience and that of the worldrenowned consulting firm Booz-Allen & Hamilton to reveal how buying smart can mean
the difference between success and failure.
There’s a new buzz phrase in the air: Supplier Relationship Management (SRM).
Corporate executives know it’s necessary, but there’s only one problem. Nobody yet
knows how to do it. Or they think it’s all about bashing your vendors over the head until
they reduce the price another 4%. Supplier Relationship Management: How to
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Maximize Vendor Value and Opportunity changes all that. Containing the best and most
innovative advice from the operations and procurement experts at consultant AT
Kearney, this book shows that SRM is at root a strategic discussion requiring crossfunctional interaction and internal alignment at the highest levels. It requires an honest
appraisal of the value that suppliers now bring to your firm, as well as their potential
value. It then requires a frank and constructive business-to-business dialogue about
how to improve the relationship. When this happens, a company reaps myriad benefits,
ranging from new opportunity to added value to competitive advantage—and, quite
likely, to overall (and sometimes substantial) cost reductions. This book shows the most
concrete methods you can use today to: Identify value-adding opportunities in the
supply chain Work closely with suppliers to maximize the benefits Work the "Critical
Cluster" of suppliers, where the greatest opportunity for advantage lies Review
suppliers to encourage constant gains in quality and cost Turn your SRM strategy into a
major competitive advantage Supplier Relationship Management introduces and
explains the Supplier Interaction Model, a key tool that will help you get the most from
your supplier relationships. It segments the supplier universe into nine categories, from
those you want to run away from fast to those so good and so useful to your
organization that it can make sense to invest in them directly. Numerous case studies
show how to apply the principles to your situation. Supplier Relationship Management
burns off the fog that has surrounded the procurement process for far too long. It is the
definitive guide for business executives who want to get the maximum benefits from
suppliers and gain very real advantages over competitors.
This is today's indispensable introduction to supply chain management for today's
students and tomorrow's managers – not yesterday's! Prof. Hokey Min focuses on
modern business strategies and applications – transcending obsolete logistics- and
purchasing-driven approaches still found in many competitive books. Focusing on
outcomes throughout, The Essentials of Supply Chain Management shows how to
achieve continuous organizational success by applying modern supply chain concepts.
Reflecting his extensive recent experience working with leading executives and
managers, Min teaches highly-effective methods for supply chain thinking and problemsolving. You'll master an integrated Total System Approach that places functions like
inventory control and transportation squarely in context, helping you smoothly integrate
internal and external functions, and establish effective inter-firm cooperation and
strategic alliances across complex supply chains. Coverage includes: Understanding
modern sourcing, logistics, operations, sales, and marketing – and how they fit together
Using modern supply chain methods to improve customer satisfaction and quality
Working with cutting-edge supply chain technology and metrics Moving towards greater
sustainability and more effective risk management Working with core analytical tools to
evaluate supply chain practices and measure performance Legal, ethical, cultural, and
environmental/sustainability aspects of modern supply chain operations How to build a
career in global supply chain management The Essentials of Supply Chain
Management will be an indispensable resource for all graduate and undergraduate
students in supply chain management, and for every practitioner pursuing professional
certification or executive education in the field.
"This book is crammed with distilled, practical wisdom for key account managers and
their directors. Organizations claiming to practise key account management should
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equip everyone involved with a copy, so they really understand what they are supposed
to be doing. Anything less is just old-fashioned selling." Developing successful businessto-business relationships with more customers in highly competitive markets requires
processes and skills that go beyond traditional selling activity. The very best state-ofthe-art strategies are set out clearly in this book by intentionally known authors who
have worked at the highest levels with more key and strategic account managers
worldwide than probably any other leading advisors. Based on the hugely influential
KEY CUSTOMERS it looks at: Why has account management become so critical to
commercial success? What are the key challenges and how do successful companies
respond? What part does key account management play in strategic planning? How do
companies build profitable relationships with their customers? How does key account
management actually work? What does a successful key account manager look like
and what skills does he/she need? How should key account managers be evaluated
and rewarded? How do companies achieve key account management? By addressing
these key questions Woodburn and McDonald provide tools and processes for success
honed by tough consultancy projects with the boards of some of the world's leading
companies. The book stresses the elements that really matter - from developing a
customer categorization system that really works and analyzing the needs of key
accounts; to understanding the new skills required by key account managers and
ensuring that key account plans are implemented. The 'real world' approach is backed
by tested principles and the latest research from the renowned Cranfield School of
Management. Key Account Management comes from authors who have taught leading
companies how to approach their most powerful and demanding customers and still
make money. It is essential reading for all senior management with strategic
responsibility, for key or strategic account directors, and for marketing and sales
executives. The clear and authoritative approach also makes it an outstanding text for
the serious MBA and executive student as well as business-to-business company
directors and key account managers.
What are your results for key measures or indicators of the accomplishment of your
Supplier Relationship Management Program strategy and action plans, including
building and strengthening core competencies? What is the Supplier Relationship
Management Program's sustainability risk? How do you maintain Supplier Relationship
Management Program's Integrity? What measurements are possible, practicable and
meaningful? What controls do you have in place to protect data? This powerful Supplier
Relationship Management Program self-assessment will make you the assured
Supplier Relationship Management Program domain master by revealing just what you
need to know to be fluent and ready for any Supplier Relationship Management
Program challenge. How do I reduce the effort in the Supplier Relationship
Management Program work to be done to get problems solved? How can I ensure that
plans of action include every Supplier Relationship Management Program task and that
every Supplier Relationship Management Program outcome is in place? How will I save
time investigating strategic and tactical options and ensuring Supplier Relationship
Management Program costs are low? How can I deliver tailored Supplier Relationship
Management Program advice instantly with structured going-forward plans? There's no
better guide through these mind-expanding questions than acclaimed best-selling
author Gerard Blokdyk. Blokdyk ensures all Supplier Relationship Management
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Program essentials are covered, from every angle: the Supplier Relationship
Management Program self-assessment shows succinctly and clearly that what needs to
be clarified to organize the required activities and processes so that Supplier
Relationship Management Program outcomes are achieved. Contains extensive criteria
grounded in past and current successful projects and activities by experienced Supplier
Relationship Management Program practitioners. Their mastery, combined with the
easy elegance of the self-assessment, provides its superior value to you in knowing
how to ensure the outcome of any efforts in Supplier Relationship Management
Program are maximized with professional results. Your purchase includes access
details to the Supplier Relationship Management Program self-assessment dashboard
download which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool and shows
you exactly what to do next. Your exclusive instant access details can be found in your
book. You will receive the following contents with New and Updated specific criteria: The latest quick edition of the book in PDF - The latest complete edition of the book in
PDF, which criteria correspond to the criteria in... - The Self-Assessment Excel
Dashboard - Example pre-filled Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard to get familiar with
results generation - In-depth and specific Supplier Relationship Management Program
Checklists - Project management checklists and templates to assist with
implementation INCLUDES LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT UPDATES Every self
assessment comes with Lifetime Updates and Lifetime Free Updated Books. Lifetime
Updates is an industry-first feature which allows you to receive verified self assessment
updates, ensuring you always have the most accurate information at your fingertips.
This reference provides procurement professionals with the process, practical realworld tactics, and guidance needed to design and develop a supply market intelligence
program that will integrate with existing procurement team structures and processes,
and deliver significant value to an organization as a whole. The authors clearly explain
each of the concepts introduced and then provide the background, steps, and
resources required to make their successful execution possible.
Category Management in Purchasing is a comprehensive guide to strategic category
management which provides a step-by-step guide to its implementation and use, and enables
readers to deliver value and cost savings when sourcing and purchasing. Now in its fourth
edition, this text has cemented its place as the essential reference for category management
practitioners. In this new edition, Jonathan O'Brien shows how a strategic approach needs to
integrate with other approaches, such as supplier relationship management and how the
procurement function negotiates. Additionally, this new edition includes some new insights,
based upon the experience of senior practitioners in industry, on how to make category
management a success in the organization. It also includes some general updates and
contextualizes the future procurement function and an ever increasing digitally enabled, deglobalized, post Brexit world. There is also additional material on the effect of international
developments on procurement, updated tools and templates, and examples of how these have
been successfully used in industry. Category Management in Purchasing, 4th edition connects
theory and practice and provides readers with the tools to analyze complex sourcing situations
quickly and clearly, and so develop innovative and creative proposals for sourcing.
In order to buy well it is important to understand a few basic principles and apply a series of
tools and approaches in given situations. The Buyer's Toolkit distills all the best practice tools
for professional buying and negotiating into a simple, jargon-free framework that can be picked
up and applied by anyone who buys. The book seeks to transform how individuals view and
practise buying so they know when to influence a situation and what to do to buy well. The
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Buyer's Toolkit has a simple chapter layout, contains graphics and models, and a simple flow
of tools through the book with an overarching framework, that glues them together. Covering
different buying scenarios, understanding and defining the requirements, choosing the right
deal and supplier, negotiation, managing the contract and the suppliers, fixing problems and
sustainable buying, this comprehensive guide will help you boost your advantage as a buyer.
A brand new collection of state-of-the-art guides to more effective supply chain management…
4 pioneering books, now in a convenient e-format, at a great price! 4 up-to-the-minute books
help you build and optimize agile, flexible, efficient global supply chains — in the face of any
challenge! As a supply chain or operations professional, you face unprecedented challenges in
delivering the agile, resilient, efficient supply chain your company needs. This indispensable
4-book package gives you unprecedented resources, best practices, tools, and case studies
for managing each of these challenges. Global Macrotrends and Their Impact on Supply Chain
Management shows how to manage supply and demand in the face of massively disruptive
emerging societal, technological, geopolitical, and environmental macro trends. You’ll find a
complete decision framework and practical tools, insights, and guidance for systematically
mitigating new risks and building long-term competitive advantage. Step by step, you’ll walk
through assessing and responding to population growth, migration, urbanization;
socioeconomic change, global connectivity, environmental issues, geopolitics, growing
scarcity, transportation congestion, aging infrastructure, and more. Next, Supply Chain
Network Design helps you use strategic network design techniques to drive dramatic new
savings throughout your supply chain. The authors, who are experts at IBM and Northwestern
University, combine rigorous principles and practical applications, helping you optimize the
right number, location, territory, and size of warehouses, plants, and production lines; and
optimize product flow through even the most complex global supply chains. They help you
manage tradeoffs such as cost vs. service level, improve operational decision-making through
analytics; and re-optimize regularly for even greater savings. Then, Demand and Supply
Integration shows how to implement world-class demand forecasting management, and
effectively integrate it into comprehensive Demand and Supply Integration (DSI) processes.
You’ll learn how to recognize failures of demand/supply integration, approach Demand
Forecasting as a management process, and choose and apply the best forecasting techniques.
You’ll discover how to thoroughly reflect market intelligence in forecasts; measure forecasting
performance; implement advanced demand forecasting systems; manage Demand Reviews,
and more. Finally, The Supply Chain Management Casebook brings together 30 up-to-date,
focused case studies illuminating every aspect of modern supply chain management — from
procurement to warehousing, strategy to risk management, IT to supplier selection and ethics.
Contributors present key challenges in industries ranging from pharmaceuticals to fashion, and
preview issues ranging from the “limits of lean” to the potential of 3-D printing. Both qualitative
and quantitative cases are included; quantitative cases are supported by completed numerical
solutions, and, where applicable, associated spreadsheets. From supply chain experts Chad
W. Autry, Thomas J. Goldsby, John E. Bell, Michael Watson, Sara Lewis, Peter Cacioppi, Jay
Jayaraman, Mark A. Moon, and Chuck Munson
"Companies of all sizes are seeking to transform their procurement and supplier relationship
management processes: activities that have a tremendous upside potential for improved
supply chain effectiveness and efficiency. Now, two leading consultants and researchers offer
a comprehensive approach to creating customer value through strategic sourcing and
procurement. Unlike texts focused primarily on day-to-day operations and tactics, Delivering
Customer Value through Procurement and Strategic Sourcing focuses on helping senior
executives and managers gain sustainable competitive advantage from their supply
chains."--Publisher's website.
For trainers free additional material of this book is available. This can be found under the
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"Training Material" tab. Log in with your trainer account to access the material.The BRMP®
Guide to the BRM Body of Knowledge is designed to assist the Business Relationship
Management Professional (BRMP®) training course attendees and certification exam
candidates, but it will also be of great value to anyone looking for a comprehensive foundationlevel overview of the art and practice of Business Relationship Management. The book covers
the entire BRMP® course syllabus and contains all the information covered in the training and
referenced in the exam.What is BRMP®?Business Relationship Management Professional
(BRMP®) training is a world-class professional development program designed to provide a
solid foundation-level knowledge of Business Relationship Management. The BRMP® exam is
designed to test an individual s learning through rigorous examination providing a leading
verifiable benchmark of BRM professional acumen and achievement. To learn more about
BRMP® training and certification, please visit http://brminstitute.org/.Who Is It For?Business
Relationship Management Professional (BRMP®) training and certification program is intended
as a comprehensive foundation for Business Relationship Managers at every experience level,
with the training and certification designed to provide a solid baseline level of knowledge.
BRMP® professional development program provides an excellent Return on Investment (ROI)
and is ideally suited for project managers, business analysts, architects, external service
providers; representatives of shared services organizations including IT, HR, Finance, Sales,
Strategy Planning, etc.; business partners and anyone else interested in business value
maximization.Benefits for Individuals and OrganizationsHolders of BRMI Business Relationship
Management Professional (BRMP®) credentials will be able to demonstrate their
understanding of: The characteristics of the BRM role. What it means to perform as a strategic
partner, contributing to business strategy formulation and shaping business demand for the
service provider s services. The use of Portfolio Management disciplines and techniques to
maximize realized business value. Business Transition Management and the conditions for
successful change programs to minimize value leakage. The BRM role in Service Management
and alignment of services and service levels with business needs. The principles of effective
and persuasive communication.
The approach used on a given spend item should largely depend on the balance between
supply power and demand power. That is the logic behind the bestselling Purchasing
Chessboard®, used by hundreds of corporations worldwide to reduce costs and increase value
with suppliers. The 64 squares in the Purchasing Chessboard provide a rich reservoir of
methods that can be applied either individually or combined. And because many of these
methods are not customarily used by procurement, the Purchasing Chessboard is also the
perfect tool for helping buyers to think and act outside the box and find new solutions. A wellproven concept that works across all industries and all categories in any given situation, it is
little wonder that business leaders and procurement professionals alike are excited by, and
enjoy strategizing around, the Purchasing Chessboard. This second edition of The Purchasing
Chessboard addresses the new realities of a highly volatile economic environment and
describes the many—sometimes surprising—ways in which the Purchasing Chessboard is being
used in today's business world. Yet despite all of the great achievements of procurement
executives and their teams, they do not always receive the recognition they deserve. In
response, the authors have developed and outlined within the book an unequivocal approach
to measure procurement’s impact on a company’s performance—Return on Supply
Management Assets (ROSMA®).
CIO Survival Guide is a leadership manual for the emerging role of the Chief Information
Officer. This book supports and guides CIOs in acquiring or enhancing their technical skills and
leadership competencies to be a full and respected member of the Executive Team. It includes
exposition and practice of the skills and competencies required to be a successful CIO.
Category Management in Purchasing is a comprehensive guide to strategic category
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management, providing a step-by-step guide to its implementation and use. This book provides
the necessary tools, techniques and applications that will enable the reader to implement this
cost saving purchasing method. The 3rd Edition of Category Management in Purchasing has
been rigorously updated to reflect latest thinking in the field. Jonathan O'Brien shows how a
strategic approach needs to work effectively together with other approaches, such as Supplier
Relationship Management. He has added important sections on governance, included more
supplier and supply chain tools, and introduced a pragmatic route for smaller businesses or
those who need step-by-step advice.The book provides case studies of real companies,
including: IKEA, The Body Shop, NHS, Heinz, Cardiff Council, and GlaxoSmithKline.

Managing corporate spend is far more complex than conducting RFPs. Learn
how the most efficient and effective procurement departments operate, control
costs, enforce compliance, and manage indirect spend. Managing Indirect Spend
provides executives and procurement professionals with the knowledge and tools
necessary to successfully reduce costs with a strong focus on the oftenoverlooked area of indirect spend. It also offers great value to those procurement
and purchasing professionals aspiring to be leaders in the profession, regardless
of the spend they manage. It includes an overview of the challenges faced when
sourcing indirect spend categories, a detailed dive into the strategic sourcing
process, tools that can help drive savings, technologies that drive efficiencies and
compliance, and examples of success based on real-world experience. It is a
how-to guide that clearly covers sourcing engagements of any complexity and
provides the details needed to source effectively. The book is structured into
sections covering the sourcing and procurement process, the tools and
technologies, examples from the field, walkthroughs of specific sourcing
engagements, guidance on building an effective sourcing team, and the
information needed to become a best-in-class sourcing organization. Since the
initial publication of this book, the procurement profession and the discipline of
Strategic Sourcing have matured. Markets have changed, processes developed,
trends have come and gone, and technology has experienced leaps and bounds,
posing new and interesting challenges for procurement professionals. In addition
to covering tried-and-true practices for strategic sourcing, this Second Edition
discusses how strategic sourcing has evolved and provides an update on the
techniques, tools, and resources available to purchasing groups. This book:
Includes updated coverage of everything you need to know to source more
effectively Covers the latest trends in procurement and sourcing, including
technology, process improvements and organizational design Presents guidance
for reducing costs through strategic sourcing, no matter what the economic
climate or level of maturity of the existing procurement organization Shows how
effectively managing indirect costs can provide a huge impact on bott m line
growth Introduces Market Intelligence (MI), including techniques, tools, and
resources available to procurement and supply chain management groups With
tools, real-world examples, and practical strategies, Managing Indirect Spend
provides insider guidance for big bottom-line growth through effective
management of indirect costs.
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The value of knowledge -- in particular customer relationship knowledge -- is only
just being appreciated. The dot.com revolution is spearheaded by companies
whose worth is measured not by profits but by the extent of their customer
databases and their ability to mine that information. Companies will spend more
that 5 billion pounds on new CRM applications by 2002. 55% of companies plan
to review Sales and Marketing systems within 12 months; 33% will purchase
new, 22% will upgrade. But software is only about 25% of the cost. The real cost
(and risk) is in implementation, and particularly with your key customers; Ken
Burnett's book focuses on getting your KCRM implementation right. Implement
your KCRM strategy now."Knowledge, it is said, is power. Through this book Ken
Burnett empowers readers to gain an insight into 'know-what' and 'know-how'
aspects of customer knowledge management. If your business is on a 'bleeding
edge' then this book will transform it into a 'leading edge'."--Sultan Kermally,
Author of "When Economics Means Business," and an Associate Lecturer in
Knowledge Management, Open University Business School"Throughout the
book, the author demonstrates his extensive experience and mastery of this
important subject. This book will be invaluable to the practitioner manager as well
as students of marketing or business strategy."--Peter Woolliams, Ph.D.
Professor of International Business, Anglia Business School"Ken Burnett writes
with the easy style and grace of a business man who has been there and done
that ... and is gracious enough to let us in on the secret."--Ron Springer, VicePresident Sales (Americas), Arca Xytec Systems Inc.
This book takes a process approach of identifying, evaluating, selecting,
managing and developing suppliers to create more value for customers. It begins
by outlining the mental shift necessary to build robust relationships with suppliers.
Next, the book details strategic sourcing methodology: a step-by-step approach
for creating productive relationships with key suppliers, providing illustrations and
examples from the author’s experience throughout. The third and final part of the
book provides details of a comprehensive process developed to arm the
negotiation team with all facts necessary to reach desired outcomes. This
detailed step-by-step process consists of negotiation strategy and case building,
supplier response and positioning, negotiation planning, discussions, and
resolution, and supplier evaluation. In addition, the book highlights best practices
in strategic sourcing representing tactics for buyers to leverage their buying
power to ensure they attain full value. These best practices are drawn from
several strategic sourcing projects carried out for leading companies in the USA
over several years.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of each of the sourcing business
model. Readers will master the art and science of strategic sourcing by being
able to chart a unique path that fits their capacity to apply more the full continuum
of strategic sourcing concepts and tools.
Supplier Relationship ManagementHow to Maximize Vendor Value and
OpportunityApress
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This text takes a view of the crucial issues involved in supply chain management.
The discussion introduces the concept of risk, information and social capital
management that will ensure supply chain excellence and maturity according to
the Poirier's model.
Disruptive Procurement is a radical new approach to creating value and
innovation by challenging the status quo in the entire product and service line. It
requires going far beyond conventional desktop procurement to understand the
value the company brings to its customers as well as the value that suppliers
bring to the company. By combining knowledge of these two dimensions,
companies become far more flexible and they move closer to disrupting the
environment in ways that create value. To move toward Disruptive Procurement,
companies need a holistic view and a complete new set of capabilities for staff in
marketing, sales, R&D, manufacturing, innovation, and, of course, procurement.
This will only happen if procurement is fully backed by the Chief Executive Officer
and companies embrace digital tools that will help make procurement slimmer
and smarter.
The importance of supply chain management has increased over the last few
decades. Today, entire supply chains are competing with each other instead of
individual companies. As such, supply chain management has become a way for
companies to set themselves apart from competing companies and their supply
chains. Interestingly, supply chain management mainly focuses on efficiencyoriented topics rather than effectiveness-driven issues, in particular the design of
supply chains from manufacturing sites downstream, instead of upstream from
the customer. The Supply Chain Differentiation Guide offers a modern approach
to supply chain management. While for many years “one-size-fits-all”
approaches to supply chain management were very common, the current efforts
of managers and academics alike focus on the simultaneous management of
multiple supply chains. Despite the interest of the business sector in the
management of multiple supply chains, academia has largely neglected this topic
to date. The Supply Chain Differentiation Guide addresses this shortcoming,
introducing both established and cutting-edge management methods to the
context of supply chain differentiation and providing inspirations for how to
improve corporate operations.
Understanding supplier performance is vital to ensuring a well-functioning supply
network. This how-to book will help you develop and implement an evaluation
process to help you reduce costs, lower risk, and improve both the performance
of your company and your suppliers. This practical text includes examples of best
practices that companies are using to evaluate suppliers and illustrates how to
get beyond collecting data for the sake of data to achieving real results. It shows
how to get at the meaning behind the metrics, and choose measurements that
are meaningful both in the context of your company's goals and also for the
supplier. Supplier Evaluation and Performance Excellence helps you get at the
root causes of supplier problems that even suppliers may be unaware of and
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enable suppliers to make high-impact improvements. Many firms do not know
where to begin in the supplier evaluation process, what ways would work best, or
even what kind of results they want to get. They know that they should be
measuring supplier performance, but may not understand why or what they
would gain from it. This book is geared toward managers at two types of
companies: those who know that they should be measuring supplier performance
but don't know where to start, and companies who want ideas about how to
improve or revitalize a current program.
A Practical Guide to E-Auctions for Procurement provides guidance to
procurement professionals on how to realize the potential of e-auctions. Now is
the time to optimize your e-negotiation strategy using key insights from the author
Jacob Gorm Larsen, who is responsible for one of the most success and awardwinning e-sourcing programs in the world. A Practical Guide to E-Auctions for
Procurement presents a proven process for developing an e-auction and enegotiation strategy, along with a catalogue of change management initiatives for
securing buy-in internally in the organization. The different e-auction formats and
benefits are explained in detail and demonstrated with practical examples,
templates and advice that can be adopted by the reader. Jacob and the team at
Maersk are at the forefront when it comes to developing robots that execute eauctions from end-to-end and are kicking off a transformation that will
fundamentally change how we consider e-auctions and negotiations. In addition,
with learnings from more than 10,000 e-auctions globally, this is the book for
those in procurement looking to implement, deliver and maintain a thriving eauction program.
This essential guide brings supply chain theory to life. Intended for readers with a
business interest in supply chain management, the book covers the key topics in
eleven chapters, including planning, sourcing, making, delivering and returning,
as well as strategy, people, finance, customer service and outsourcing. Each
chapter starts with a brief summary and learning objectives that guide the reader
through the text. This second edition also explores digital, sustainability and
innovation impacts on today’s global supply chains. The book is written in a clear
and simple way, featuring a variety of figures, tables and recommendations for
further reading. The respective chapters conclude with real-life case studies from
different companies, illustrating best practices. In the course of their work, the
authors have met professionals all over the world who are passionate about their
business achievements. By including their vivid examples, the guide brings
theory to life, enabling readers to understand and embrace the concepts and
ideas presented. Colin Scott, Henriette Lundgren and Paul Thompson are
experts in supply chain management and have worked with practitioners in
businesses across the globe. Endorsement: This guide is a really useful reminder
of what good practice is and how it should be applied within supply chain
management. The book is relevant for students of supply chain management and
professional practitioners alike. This book offers an invaluable guide to
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understanding the specific dynamics of your supply chain and the fundamentals
underpinning it. It provides the framework for delivering a supply chain strategy
based upon recognised best practice. Martin McCourt, CEO, Dyson Limited .
The supply base represents a wealth of opportunities for any organisation, yet
few organisations ever properly realise this. Supplier Relationship Management
enables organisations to manage suppliers effectively and provides the means to
secure real, tangible and dramatic benefits from the supply base that would not
otherwise be realised. Written by Jonathan O'Brien, an award-winning author and
leading practitioner with over 25 years' experience in the field, this book is the
definitive guide to Supplier Relationship Management. This highly practical, 'how
to' guide is a valuable tool for anyone that manages or interfaces with the supply
base. The book provides a strategic and structured approach to maximising value
from key and strategic suppliers, and gives focus to the direct resources at the
suppliers that can make the biggest difference to the organization. It offers a
complete, clear and highly operational framework for Supplier Relationship
Management and seeks to provide answers to 20 key or 'pathway' questions.
Supplier Relationship Management guides readers through the simultaneous
orchestra of supply base segmentation, supplier relationship management, and
performance management. Jonathan O'Brien offers practical advice on:
managing a changing global supply base; managing internal clients in purchasing
and processes; determining the right segmentation plan for the supply base;
introducing performance management systems; driving supplier improvements;
developing strategic collaborative relationships. Supplier Relationship
Management is the ideal companion to Category Management in Purchasing and
Negotiation for Purchasing Professionals. Used together, these books provide a
complete and powerful strategic purchasing toolkit.
This completely updated and expanded new edition is a detailed and practical
guide to the essentials of SAP SRM 5.0 and 7.0, including a functionality
overview, new product enhancements, and best practices for optimizing your
business processes. Throughout the book, you'll find tips and tricks, practical
examples, expert analysis of the changes in SAP SRM 7.0, and information on
how SRM integrates with core SAP ERP components. This is the one resource
you need to get the most out of SAP SRM. Supplier Relationship Management
Overview Discover how supplier relationship management can provide tangible
benefits and enhanced visibility for your business. Implementation Strategies and
Methodologies Learn about the capabilities in SAP SRM, and implementation
strategies to enhance your existing supply chain. SAP SRM Integration Master
the integration of SAP SRM with core SAP software, including Materials
Management, SAP ERP Financials, and SAP ERP Human Capital Management.
Real-World Examples Throughout Find expert advice and insight provided
throughout to help you understand and use SAP SRM, and learn from successful
customer case studies on implementing SAP SRM.
This title offers an intelligent and easy-to-digest roadmap for successfully
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implementing a lean and agile value chain transformation program. Although the
benefits of applying lean concepts or improving the flexibility of a value chain are
clear and desperately needed in today's competitive environment, none of the
current literature provides guidance on how to do this. Lean and Value Chain
Management fills that gap by providing a comprehensive roadmap that shows
organizations, step-by-step, how to successfully implement a lean and agile
value chain transformation program. It brings together the latest advances in the
field in an easy-to-digest format, and offers practical, proven tactics and detailed
guidance on every aspect of the value chain redesign process - including how to
map the existing process, intelligently leverage new technologies, build a strategy
for strengthening relationships with suppliers and customers, identify
comprehensive related metrics, and much more.
Until recently, sales managers received no specific training for their jobs.
However, selling has become more complex with the emergence of regulations
and more sophisticated customers. Sales managers need to inspire and achieve
sales results by managing teams of professionals and other resources. To do so,
they need guidance on dealing with issues that arise in these broader aspects of
their role. This concise guide for sales managers is based on a well-known sales
management technique called the ‘customer portfolio matrix’. Beth Rogers
weaves her version of this throughout, enabling sales managers to see their
strategy from the customer’s point of view. Doing so will allow them to set
realistic objectives, design new strategies that add real customer value, avoid
wasting time on price-oriented customers and deploy resources for maximum
results.
This book provides the first summary and critical appraisal of the thinking that
currently informs the management of business relationships, from the
perspectives of both the buyer and supplier. The authors argue that these
approaches are one-dimensional and instead recommend a more holistic
approach based on power, interaction and portfolio perspectives. The book
provides evidence of how relationships can be aligned and misaligned in
practice, using eighteen examples drawn from a variety of business cases and
circumstances.
Master and apply both the technical and behavioral skills you need to succeed in
manufacturing or service operations, anywhere in your supply chain! Now, there's an
authoritative and comprehensive guide to best-practice manufacturing and service operations
in any organization. Co-authored by a leading expert alongside the the Council of Supply
Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), this reference describes the planning, organizing,
controlling, directing, motivating and coordinating functions used to produce goods or services.
The Definitive Guide to Manufacturing and Service Operations covers long-term strategic
decisions; mid-term tactical decisions; and even short-term operational decisions. Topics
discussed include: Basic manufacturing and service operations concepts, purposes,
terminology, roles, and goals Key elements, processes, and interactions, including facility,
material, and labor requirements planning; scheduling; and continuous process and quality
improvement Principles, strategies and planning for efficient, effective, and sustainable
operations: facilities, production, processes, layout, lead capacity, technology, personnel,
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measurement, compensation, sustainability, and more Technology for better manufacturing
and service operations: MRP II, service systems, ERP, planning, execution, and cost
management. Global manufacturing and service operations: LCCs, logistics, labor, financial
issues, decisionmaking, contract performance, risk management, and regulation Best practices
for assessing performance using standard metrics and frameworks: KPIs, tradeoff analysis,
scorecarding, dashboards, and exception management
Leading Procurement Strategy is a must-read for all senior procurement executives wishing to
further enhance their skill set, master the latest developments in procurement strategy and
really come into their own as procurement leaders. The expert author team explains how to
effectively manage and mitigate risks in the supply chain, appreciate the key issues affecting
the procurement function and develop best practice excellence in teams. Providing the latest
thinking in procurement and supply management within the broad perspective of different
industries, this second edition of Leading Procurement Strategy covers: global sourcing;
supplier relationship management; cost management; information technologies and future
developments. The book is underpinned by academic theory and supported by an extensive
range of real world case studies drawn from the authors' experiences, including Tesco, Tata,
Coca-Cola, BAA, P&G and IBM. This new edition provides the skills, knowledge and tools
needed to articulate an effective strategy and embrace a transformational role to lead
procurement teams, showing how procurement can become an influential function that delivers
sustainable competitive advantage.
Industry after industry is becoming technology driven as software rapidly eats the world. As it
spreads, so do complexity and opportunity. There are clear signs that the traditional B2B
business model designed 125 years ago as a simple “make, sell, ship” approach for early
manufacturing companies is no longer capable of delivering the full potential of high-tech and
near-tech solutions. B4B seeks to frame what is possible in an age where suppliers are
connected to their customers in real time. The traditional world of B2B was designed to sell
things to customers, whereas the new B4B model will be about delivering outcomes for
customers. It’s a whole new ballgame. Using powerful models and specific examples, B4B
envisions a next-generation tech industry where suppliers play an active, ongoing role in
helping business customers achieve unparalleled value from their technology investments.
Drive sustainable supply chain competitive advantage through more effective supplier
management and procurement: reduce costs, improve quality, and deliver better service for all
customers. This is the most authoritative, complete guide to planning, implementing,
measuring, and optimizing supply management and procurement processes. Straight from the
Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), it brings together up-to-theminute principles, strategies, and decisions for all relevant processes, strategies, and tactics.
Step by step, The Definitive Guide to Supply Management and Procurement covers all this,
and more: Basic supply management concepts, purposes, and goals Linkages between
procurement and other business functions Day-to-day transactional and long-term strategic
activities Category analysis, supplier selection, contract negotiation, supplier relationship
management, and performance evaluation Principles and strategies for establishing efficient,
effective, and sustainable operations, from sourcing teams to supplier rationalization
Technology for spend analysis, competitive bidding, eProcurement, eSourcing,
auctions/reverse auctions, contract compliance, performance management, and more
Requirements and challenges of global sourcing, including insource vs. outsource decisions;
TCO analysis; risk management; negotiations, and supplier contract compliance Best practices
for assessing performance using standard metrics and frameworks
Highly effective negotiation skills are an essential element of a purchasing professional's
toolkit. Negotiation for Purchasing Professionals provides a step-by-step approach to delivering
winning negotiations and getting game changing results. It provides purchasers with the
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necessary tools and tactics for a detailed, planned approach to negotiation. Jonathan O'Brien
shifts the emphasis away from relying mostly upon personality to a more structured approach
that enables anyone to negotiate effectively, even when up against a formidable opponent.
This approach allows the purchasing professional or the buying team to evaluate the supplier
in advance, assess the sales team, and tailor their negotiation strategy depending on cultural
differences, personality traits and game theory. Negotiation for Purchasing Professionals
provides a strong framework for discussion in advance of the meeting, allowing the negotiator
to plan their agenda, objectives and tactics. The book is based upon Red Sheet Methodology,
a proven and collaborative technique used by many companies globally. If you are in a buying
role, this book will increase your confidence and transform your ability to secure winning
outcomes and better business results. Negotiation for Purchasing Professionals was short
listed for the ACA-Bruel Prize and was Specially Commended at the Gala Dinner 2013
organised by the Association of Purchasing and Supply Chain (CESA) of HEC School of
Management in Paris. Negotiation for Purchasing Professionals is the perfect companion to
Jonathan O'Brien's other books Category Management in Purchasing and Supplier
Relationship Management. Used together, they provide a complete and powerful strategic
purchasing toolkit.
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